Your Ground Transport
Distribution Solution
The transport aggregator connecting
travel buyers to suppliers.

Creating travel technology
that connects people.

www.msheq.co.za

TOUSCA .COM

What We Do For You
Booking ground transportation services has
been a long-standing challenge, the inability
to access suppliers online or to connect
them to independent reservations systems
has been all but impossible.
We certainly don’t claim to have all the
answers to help ease the pain points in the
ground transport market. But what we do
have, is a Channel Manager solution that
connects independent travel reservation
systems to their suppliers and provides their
suppliers with an online presence.

Become Part of The First and Only Ground Transportation Network In South Africa.

RESERVATION SYSTEM

ARE YOU A

Ground
Transport
Operator?

Are you hungry to scale your
business, increase your revenue, gain access to new markets and automate your business?

Grow Your Business!

A feature rich reservation system, enabling you to
monitor and manage all of your bookings on one
simple dashboard, eliminating errors, cutting costs and
increasing service quality.

DISPATCH SOFTWARE

System-assisted driver allocation technology,
complimented with automated communication
channels, ensures that you always assign the right
vehicle to the right job.

GO GLOBAL

Grow your revenue by including your services in
all of our distribution channels, such as Global
Distribution Systems, Online Booking Technologies and Online Travel Agencies.

BOOKINGS ONLY

Have your own management system but want to
benefit from our distribution channels, perfect, let's
simply set you up as a ‘Bookings Only’ operator.

WHITE LABEL & API SOLUTION

Enable clients to quickly and easily book transport
services on your cloud-based company branded
reservation system or on your website with a
branded online booking tool.

Why Choose Us?

Complete and powerful technology with benefits that add value to any travel process.

Instant Quotes &
Bookings

Improved
Profits

System automation enables you
to quickly quote
and confirm
bookings in real
time, with precise
location and
accurate pricing.

With our distribution network, you
can increase your
sales while also
streamlining your
business with
automated
processes and
online bookings.

Reporting
Reports can be
extracted to help
you better understand and
manage your
business.

Added
Value

Improved
Service

Increase the value
of your offering by
easily creating
one-of-a-kind
extras such as
refreshments,
baby seats,
trailers, and more.
All are immediately bookable.

Improve your
service offering
with faster
response times
and 100% accuracy from
system-driven
shared content.

A single technology that allows transport operators to participate and a marketplace for
travel buyers to ﬁnd previously inaccessible suppliers.
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Reach out, we would love to connect
and fill you in.
Email: hello@tousca.com
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Contact Us

Web: www.tousca.com
Contact: +27 83 452 5094
Address:
42 Bath Ave
Rosebank
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